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We report two dimensional laser induced fluorescence spectral images exploring the lower torsion-
vibration manifolds in S0 (E < 560 cm−1) and S1 (E < 420 cm−1) p-fluorotoluene. Analysis of the
images reveals strong torsion-vibration interactions and provides an extensive set of torsion-vibration
state energies in both electronic states (estimated uncertainty±0.2 cm−1), which are fit to determine key
constants including barrier heights, torsional constants, and torsion-vibration interaction constants.
The dominant interactions in both electronic states are between methyl torsion (internal rotation) and
the lowest frequency out-of-plane modes, D20 and D19, both of which involve a methyl wagging
motion. This is the second aromatic (following toluene) for which a significant interaction between
torsion and methyl out-of-plane wagging vibrations has been quantified. Given the generic nature
of this motion in substituted toluenes and similar molecules, this mechanism for torsion-vibration
coupling may be common in these types of molecules. The inclusion of torsion-vibration coupling
affects key molecular constants such as barrier heights and torsional (and rotational) constants, and
the possibility of such an interaction should thus be considered in spectral analyses when determining
parameters in these types of molecules. p-Fluorotoluene is the first molecule in which the role of methyl
torsion in promoting intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) was established and the
observed torsion-vibration coupling provides one conduit for the state mixing that is a precursor
to IVR, as originally proposed by Moss et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 86, 51 (1987)]. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5035461

I. INTRODUCTION

Internal rotation is a textbook example of a large ampli-
tude motion, with methyl rotation having received particular
attention.1 Methyl group rotation was originally regarded as
being barrierless, but Kemp and Pitzer’s analysis of thermo-
dynamic data for ethane revealed the presence of a sizable,
∼1000 cm−1, barrier in that molecule,2 the origin of which con-
tinues to be debated.3–5 Since the 1950s, spectroscopic tech-
niques, particularly microwave spectroscopy, have provided
detailed insights into methyl torsion. The theoretical founda-
tions for spectral analysis were developed during the 1950s
and 1960s and underpin the computer codes used today.6–8

The problem is considered in terms of the interaction of inter-
nal rotation of the methyl group with overall rotation of the
molecule,6,9 with the methyl rotation assumed to be indepen-
dent of the molecular vibrations, at least for the lower torsional
states.1,9–11 Observed rotational line positions are routinely
fit with a precision of ∼1 part in 108 (Refs. 6 and 9), which
provides compelling evidence for the validity of the under-
lying assumptions. The parameters extracted from spectral
analysis provide insights such as the magnitude of the bar-
rier to torsional motion and, through the rotational constants,
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Science, Research School of Physics and Engineering, Australian National
University, 2601, Canberra, Australia.

b)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: warren.lawrance@
flinders.edu.au

the molecule’s geometry. These can be compared with the
results of ab initio calculations and hence provide a test of
their accuracy.

We have recently shown, however, that this approach is
unsound in toluene as the methyl torsional motion is strongly
influenced by a low frequency, out-of-plane “methyl wag”
vibration.12–14 Exploiting the technique of two dimensional
laser induced fluorescence (2D-LIF),15 we determined tor-
sion and torsion-vibration energies in both the S0 and S1

electronic states and showed that they were perturbed, with
accompanying changes in the rotational contours. It was
further demonstrated that toluene rotational line data can
be successfully fitted within the torsion-vibration interac-
tion model so that the results from electronic spectroscopy
and rotational spectroscopy can be successfully explained
using the same model.12–14 In performing this analysis, it
was demonstrated that rotational line data can be insensi-
tive to torsion-vibration interactions, which explains why the
toluene data were successfully analyzed previously without
it being included.12 However, the torsion-vibration interac-
tions conspire to alter fundamental constants including F,
the rotational constant associated with methyl rotation, and
V6, the torsional barrier height.12 Given the generic nature
of the methyl wagging motion that gives rise to the inter-
actions seen for toluene, there is a potential implication
for spectral analyses of substituted toluenes more gener-
ally. This leads to the key question of whether the form of
torsion-vibration interaction seen in toluene is present in other
molecular systems. This has implications for the reliability
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of methyl geometries and barriers implied by the constants
determined for these types of molecules using conventional
assumptions.

In this context, we have undertaken a detailed study and
analysis of torsion and torsion-vibration states in the low
energy regions of S0 and S1 p-fluorotoluene (pFT) where the
out-of-plane and in-plane methyl wagging modes are found.
pFT is the simplest substituted toluene that retains the G12 sym-
metry of the parent. Interestingly, it has played a role in studies
of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) and
it is now over 30 years since it was first demonstrated by com-
paring pFT and p-difluorobenzene that the onset of IVR is
enhanced by the presence of a methyl rotor,16–21 giving a strong
indication that there is interaction between the torsional and
vibrational motions.

Wright’s group has recently examined the spectroscopy
of toluene22,23 and the substituted toluenes p-xylene24,25 and
pFT.26–28 Using zero electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) spec-
troscopy, they examined the first excited singlet electronic
state, S1, of pFT and the ground electronic state, D+

0 , of its
cation, revising a number of the S1 assignments. Earlier assign-
ments of the pFT S0-S1 spectrum were based on two key
studies that used laser induced fluorescence (LIF) in com-
bination with dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy.29,30

Spectral features had been assigned to torsional modes up to
m = 8 and fits to these torsional levels yielded values for the
torsional barrier heights, V6, and torsional rotation constants,
F, in S0 and S1. However, with Gardner et al. revising a num-
ber of these assignments,26 particularly those involving high
m, the values determined for these constants are doubtful. The
dispersed fluorescence studies of S0 have been of modest res-
olution compared with the laser-excited S1 studies, and the
few published spectra lack the precision required to probe for
the effects of any interaction of torsion with methyl wagging
vibrations.

In the present paper, we explore the interaction between
torsion and low frequency vibrations in S0 and S1 pFT through
the use of 2D-LIF. Specifically, we address the question of
whether a coupling between the torsional motion and the out-
of-plane methyl wag vibrational mode D20, as observed for
both S0 and S1 toluene, is also present in S0 and S1 pFT. Fur-
thermore, we consider the extent to which other low frequency
methyl “wagging” modes are involved in such interactions.
This issue is important given the assumption underpinning
analyses of rotational spectra that the methyl and low ampli-
tude vibrations are separable.31 Additionally, this study pro-
vides insight into the coupling between methyl rotation and
low frequency vibrations that classical Hamiltonian modeling
has suggested plays a role in the enhancement of IVR by the
methyl rotor.32

The interaction between torsion and low frequency vibra-
tions is revealed through both strong local perturbations and
long-range interactions that result in subtle shifts in band posi-
tions. Consequently, a comprehensive analysis of all bands
observed is required in order to produce a reliable database of
observed frequencies, with the modeling requiring band posi-
tions to higher precision than has previously been reported.
Given our focus on interactions between methyl torsion and
vibrations involving methyl wagging, we have examined the

lowest 560 cm−1 of the S0 state and lowest 420 cm−1 of the
S1 state. Frequency changes on electronic excitation mean that
these two regions largely cover the same set of states. It will be
shown that torsion-vibration interactions are pervasive in these
regions. Detailed modeling of the S1 and S0 energies reveals
extensive interactions between low frequency vibrations and
methyl torsion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental setup for 2D-LIF has been presented
previously and the reader is referred to Ref. 33 for details.
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) or dispersed fluorescence
spectra are obtained by integrating the 2D images over the
emission or excitation wavelengths, respectively. Importantly,
the relative intensities of bands in the “LIF” spectrum extracted
from an image depend on the particular emission bands present
in the spectral window monitored (see, for example, Ref. 34):
the “LIF” spectrum will only show bands when the state that
has been excited emits in the spectral window being monitored.
Further details of the 2D-LIF imaging technique are given in
Ref. 15.

III. BACKGROUND
A. Methyl rotation and the observed torsional bands

pFT is an example of a methyl rotor attached to a frame
with C2v point group symmetry, and consequently, there is
a 6-fold barrier to methyl rotation, with the barrier height
denoted by V6. pFT belongs to the G12 molecular symme-
try group, the same as toluene. Previous studies have deter-
mined S0 and S1 barriers that are quite low, 4.8 cm−1 35,36 and
∼−33 cm−1,29,30 respectively. The modelling and spectroscopy
for methyl torsional states in a molecule with G12 sym-
metry have been summarised in our previous studies of
toluene.12–14,37 In brief, the energies of this slightly hin-
dered rotor are calculated as the eigenvalues of the Hamil-
tonian matrix constructed in the basis of free rotor states,
ψ = 1√

2π
exp

(
imα

)
, where α is the torsional angle and m

is the torsional angular momentum quantum number, which
takes values of 0, ±1, ±2, . . ..37–40 The non-zero Hamiltonian
matrix elements are

Hm,m = m2
(
F + m2Fm

)
+

V6

2
(1)

and

Hm, m±6 = −
V6

4
, (2)

where F is the constant for internal rotation for m = 0 and
Fm is effectively a centrifugal distortion term,41 which has
also been labeled dF.42 This latter term is usually ignored
in fits to torsional band positions. For pFT, the off-diagonal
terms are small and the hindered methyl rotor states are gen-
erally little perturbed from the free rotor states. They are
labeled by m, where m = |m|. For example, the perturbed
m = ±1, ±2, ±4, . . . states remain degenerate and are denoted
m = 1, 2, 4, . . . and, where the G12 molecular symmetry is
included, are identified as 1e′′, etc. However, for the degener-
ate m = ±3n (n = 1, 2, . . .) pairs, one obtains symmetric and
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anti-symmetric linear combinations of the m = −3n and +3n
components. We use 3n(+) to indicate the symmetric combina-
tion and 3n(−) the anti-symmetric one. This description of the
torsional states ignores the interaction of torsion and vibration
but provides an appropriate starting point for discussion of the
spectra.

The methyl torsional levels and transitions are labeled
using the usual spectroscopic convention: ma denotes the
state with m = a in S0, mb denotes the state with m = b in
S1, and mb

a denotes a transition between them. The m = 3n
and m = 3n ± 1 states (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) belong to differ-
ent nuclear spin states,42,43 and with supersonic cooling, the
initial m state population collapses to be almost entirely in
m = 0 and m = 1, which have almost equal population.44 The
∆m changes seen in the spectra and their relative intensities
are understood in terms of a rapidly converging trigonomet-
ric expansion of the transition dipole in terms of the torsion
angle,37,44

M(α) = M0 + M3 cos(3α) + M ′3 sin(3α) + M6 cos(6α)

+ M ′6 sin(6α) + · · · , (3)

where M(α) is the transition dipole. When the S0 and S1

torsional barriers are low as they are for pFT, the dominant
transitions are those involving ∆m = 0. The ∆m = ±3 transi-
tions, m2

1, m3(+)
0 , and m4

1, are typically a few percent of the
∆m = 0 transitions and are induced through the M3 term,
while the ∆m = ±6 transitions, m5

1, m6(+)
0 , and m7

1, are gen-
erally much weaker again and derive their intensity from both
the M6/M6

′ terms and the M0 term. {The M0 Franck-Condon
components of the m5

1, m6(+)
0 , and m7

1 transitions arise from the
−V6/4 term mixing free rotor states separated by∆m =±6 [see
Eq. (2)].} The m3(−)

0 transition is forbidden by these terms but
gains intensity through torsion-rotation coupling, which leads
to its relative intensity being temperature dependent.37

B. Vibrational mode numbering scheme

Several mode numbering schemes have been used for
the pFT vibrations. To bring order to the numbering in para-
disubstituted benzenes, Andrejeva et al. presented a systematic

vibrational numbering scheme based on p-diflurobenzene as
the template and an analysis of how the vibrational motions
change with substituent mass.45 Their notation was used by
Gardner et al.26 in their revision of S1 ← S0 assignments and
is adopted here. The currently accepted S0 frequencies in this
notation are provided in Table 1 of Ref. 26.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the 2D-LIF spectral image equivalent of
a dispersed fluorescence scan from the 00 level as a probe
of S0 states. It shows fluorescence in the region 00

0 to 00
0

− 560 cm−1 with the laser excitation scanned across the
00

0 band, which encompasses the overlapped m0
0 and m1

1
transitions. With fluorescence collected in spectral segments
∼90 cm−1 wide, the figure is composed of multiple images
stitched together.

Figure 2 shows a 2D-LIF spectral image of the low-
est 420 cm−1 of the S1 ← S0 excitation spectrum, with the
spectrometer set to detect emission between ∼36 860 and
∼36 780 cm−1, which is a window incorporating the 00

0 band
and an ∼80 cm−1 region to lower energy. While many of
the absorption features have emission bands in this region,
it does not allow observation of vibrational modes with a
significant frequency change between S0 and S1, specifi-
cally D14 and D19. The D19 torsional bands were explored
through a separate scan with the spectrometer positioned to
monitor the 191

1mn
n bands, and this region has been added

to the image in Fig. 2 with appropriate intensity scaling.
D14 is expected to show a large 205 cm−1 red shift in the
fluorescence axis in 2D-LIF images, given the reported S0

and S1 frequencies of 404 and 199 cm−1, respectively.18,26

D14 and its combinations and overtones were explored in a
further set of experiments, and the relevant 2D-LIF images
and extracted spectra are provided in the supplementary
material. The absorption transitions associated with methyl
torsion are generally observed via the ∆m = 0 fluorescence
transition since this is by far the strongest band, as discussed
in Sec. III. The assignments, which are discussed in detail in

FIG. 1. The 2D-LIF spectral image of the pFT emission spectrum from 00
0 to 00

0 − 560 cm−1, with laser excitation scanning a 5.3 cm−1 region about the

00
0 band at 36 860.0 cm−1. A vertical integration of the spectral image, which corresponds to the 00 fluorescence spectrum, is shown below the image. Assignments

of the features are shown on the spectrum and reported in Table I. Peaks arising from grating ghosts are marked with a † symbol. The torsional combs for each
vibration are shown above the image, with observed features indicated by solid lines.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
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FIG. 2. (a) A 2D-LIF spectral image associated with the first ∼420 cm−1 of the pFT S1 ← S0 excitation spectrum. The scan was collected in several sections
and intensities matched for overlapped features. Unlabeled features are associated with pFT-Arn van der Waals complexes. A separate scan monitoring the D19
torsional levels is appended to the main image. (b) The “LIF” spectrum extracted by vertically integrating the image. Asterisks indicate features associated with
pFT-Arn van der Waals complexes. (c) A REMPI spectrum of this region, provided by Wright and co-workers.26

the supplementary material, are shown on the images in
Figs. 1 and 2. The unassigned features in Fig. 2 arise from
van der Waals complexes.

The S0 and S1 energies of the torsion-vibration states
observed are determined by extracting the band origins from
the features observed. In many cases, the same terminating
state in S0 is revealed through multiple 2D-LIF features, which
provides a check for the consistency and accuracy of the val-
ues determined. The rotational contours for torsional bands are
often broad, making it difficult to determine accurate values
for the band origins in the absence of fitting the contours. The
broad contours arise due to torsion-rotation coupling, which
leads to a large Ka band head spacing.37,42 As we have demon-
strated previously, the most accurate determination of band
origins comes from comparing experimental and calculated
rotational contours,13,14 and this method has been used in the
present work. As discussed in detail in Refs. 13 and 14, the
final values for the band origins are determined using an itera-
tive process where torsion-vibration couplings are introduced
as required to reproduce the contours. For the pFT analysis,
the 2D contours were fit directly rather than using the 1D
absorption and fluorescence projections as was done previ-
ously.13,14 Separate, high signal images were collected for the
weaker features in Fig. 2 for this purpose. Table I lists the
S0 and S1 energies for the states observed; based on multiple

observations of the same state, they are estimated to be accurate
to ±0.2 cm−1.

As noted in the Introduction, a comprehensive analysis of
all bands observed is required to produce a reliable database of
observed torsion-vibration transition frequencies, as this forms
the basis for the experimental torsion-vibration state energies
that underpin the modeling of torsion-vibration interactions.
As this analysis is quite detailed, we here provide three exem-
plars to illustrate how the torsion-vibration interactions are
observed in the images. The complete analysis is provided in
the supplementary material.

A. Exemplar 1: Perturbations to D20 and its torsional
states in S0 observed via emission from 00

Previous authors have most commonly assigned the low-
est S0 vibrational mode, D20, a frequency of 157 cm−1, the
value reported for the liquid,46 but Andrejeva et al. have noted
that this value is surprisingly far from the computed value of
141 cm−1.45 Okuyama et al.29 assigned the D20 frequency as
180 cm−1 (ν11 in their notation) from their gas phase dispersed
fluorescence spectra, but Gardner et al.26 have reassigned the
corresponding absorption feature to a torsional level in com-
bination with D20, with which we concur (see Sec. IV B and
the supplementary material). Gas phase thermodynamic cal-
culations require D20 = 144 cm−1 for agreement between the

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
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TABLE I. The S0 and S1 torsion-vibration state relative energies, listed in
ascending order, determined by analysis of the 2D-LIF spectral images.

S0 S1

Level Relative energya Level Relative energya

m1 0 m1 0.0
m0 0 m0 0.0
m2 �16.3 m2 15.3
m3(�) �48.1 m3(�) 40.7
m3(+) �50.4 m3(+) 53.1
m4 �81.6 m4 75.8
m5 �129.6 201m2 108.1
201m1 �144.4 201m1 112.1
201m2 �162.0 201m3(�) 137.0
201m3(�) �183.9 m5 141.0
201m3(+) �186.0 201m3(+) 150.1
m6(+) �204.1 201m4 173.1
m6(�) �205.3 m6(+) 196.6
201m4 �221.7 141m1 197.8
m7 �265.8 m6(�) 201.4
202m0 �288.3 202m1 219.5
202m1 �288.9 202m0 220.1
301m0 �307.6 191m2 256.8
301m1 �307.6 m7 262.4
301m2 �324.0 191m3(�) 282.4
191m2 �351.6 141201 310.2
201m6(+) �349.9 301m1 309.4
201m6(�) �351.6 301m0 310.7
301m3(�) �355.5 191m4 319.8
301m3(+) �357.4 301m2 324.1
191m3(�) �383.2 301m3(�) 349.7
191m3(+) �385.6 191201m0 351.7
301m4 �389.1 191201m1 . . .

191m4 �418.1 301m3(+) 361.3
141m1 �413.2 301m4 384.8
291 �423.9 142m0 396.9
111 �452.8 142m1 397.5
191201m0 �479.1 291 399.0
191201m1 �479.2 111 408.1
181m3(�) �547.9 192m0 480.3
141201m0 �557.9 192m1 482.9
141201m1 �559.1
141201m3(+) �599.6
141m6(�) �618.8
281 �639.9
142m1 �822.8
142m0 �823.5
91 �842.9
292 �849.5
111291 �876.7
192m0 �670.0
192m1 �670.0

aEnergies are relative to m = 0 for states involving m values of 0, 3(�), 3(+), 6(�), and 6(+)
and m = 1 for states involving m values of 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7. This references their energies
to the appropriate nuclear spin isomer. m = 0 and m = 1 belong to different nuclear spin
isomers, and their separation cannot be determined from the spectra.

observed and calculated entropy,47 a value much closer to the
computational prediction.45 Gardner et al. assigned the S1 D20

frequency to be 110 cm−1, and given the D20 sequence band
separation of −34.5 cm−1,48 this requires an S0 D20 frequency
of ∼145 cm−1.

200
1 is symmetry forbidden and the selection rules indi-

cate that the strongest bands from 00 will be those involving
∆m = ±3: 200

1m1
2, 200

1m0
3(−), 200

1m0
3(+), and 200

1m1
4. These D20

torsional transitions are seen but their relative positions indi-
cate that the states are perturbed by a torsion-specific inter-
action as follows. 200

1m1
2 is observed at m1

1 − 162.0 cm−1,
200

1m0
3(−) at m0

0 − 183.9 cm−1, 200
1m0

3(+) at m0
0 − 186.0 cm−1,

and 200
1m1

4 at m1
1 − 221.7 cm−1. Using the m0

3(−), m0
3(+), and m1

4
transition energies, the S0 D20 frequency can in principle be
determined but this yields different values of 135.8, 135.6, and
140.1 cm−1, respectively. There is a significant difference
of ∼4.4 cm−1 when using the m0

3(±) versus m1
4 transitions.

Furthermore, the m1-m2 separation of 16.3 cm−1 deter-
mined from the spectral features in Fig. 2 (see the sup-
plementary material) indicates a different value again of
D20 = 145.7 cm−1. It is clear that the torsional states of 201

have different energies compared with those of 00, which is
a signature of torsion-vibration coupling.13,14 The rotational
structure of the (201

0m3(−)
0 , 201

1m3(−)
3(−)) feature (Fig. 2) reveals

perturbations in the terminating S0 states, providing direct evi-
dence for torsion-vibration coupling involving D20 in S0, as
discussed in Sec. IV B.

B. Exemplar 2: Interaction between D20
and torsional states in S1

Figure 2 shows that there is significant spectral complexity
starting in the region above 00

0 + 100 cm−1. The complexity is
associated with the introduction of torsional bands associated
with D20 that couple with those of 00. D20 has a′′2 symmetry
and one quantum changes in this mode must be accompanied
by ∆m = ±(6n + 3) (where n is an integer: 0, 1, . . .) changes
in the free rotor quantum number.

The broad absorption feature centred near 00
0 + 108 cm−1

appears at a lower energy than expected for m5
1, and the image

shows emission from this band terminating in both m5 and
201m2. These emission features have the same absorption pro-
file, showing that they arise from a single absorption band
and not two overlapped bands and revealing that the emitting
level is a mixture of m5 and 201m2. The band terminating in
201m2 has 14% more intensity than that terminating in m5,
indicating that the emitting state has slightly more 201m2 than
m5 character. On this basis, the absorption feature is labeled
201

0m2
1 to recognise the slightly larger component, consistent

with the assignment of Gardner et al.26 Rotational contour
analysis gives a value of m1

1 + 108.1 cm−1 for the band ori-
gin compared with a value of 112 cm−1 estimated by Gardner
et al., highlighting the difficulty of identifying band origins for
perturbed torsional bands when extended rotational contours
occur.

The feature at 00
0 + 137.0 cm−1 is quite unusual, being

sharp in absorption but extending over a considerable range
in emission. It was assigned to 201

0 (in the mode num-
bering scheme used here) by Okuyama et al.;29 however,
Gardner et al. reassigned it as 201

0m3(−)
0 . With this revised

assignment, an accompanying, weak 201
0m3(+)

0 feature is
expected to higher energy and this is indeed observed at
00

0 + 150.1 cm−1. A higher signal scan recorded over this region

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
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FIG. 3. (a) A higher signal 2D-LIF
image recorded over the 00

0 + 130 cm−1

to 00
0 + 160 cm−1 region, which encom-

passes the 201
0m3(−)

0 , m5
1, and 201

0m3(+)
0

absorption transitions. (b) The 2D-LIF
image predicted using the parameters
derived from the S0 and S1 fits with
V6 varied (Table V; see the text).
(c) The 2D-LIF image expected in
the absence of torsion-vibration cou-
pling. The indicated features are (A)
(201

0m3(−)
0 , 201

1m3(−)
3(−)), (B) (201

0m3(−)
0 ,

201
1m3(−)

3(+) ), (C) (201
0m3(+)

0 , 201
1m3(+)

3(−)),

and (D) (201
0m3(+)

0 , 201
1m3(+)

3(+)).

confirms the assignment through the rotational structure
(Fig. 3). The rotational structure reveals perturbations in the
terminating S0 states, providing direct evidence for torsion-
vibration coupling in S0. Our ability to model these 2D rota-
tional contours on the basis of torsion-vibration coupling is
discussed in Sec. V C.

Slightly overlapped with 201
0m3(−)

0 in absorption but
extending to higher energy is the second of the 201m2/m5

torsion-vibration coupled pair, which we label m5, with the
caveat as before that the two zero order states are sig-
nificantly mixed. Gardner et al. reported the absorption at
00

0 + 142 cm−1.26 The feature seen terminates in 201m2. This
assignment requires that there is a second emission band, ter-
minating in m5, and a scan over the appropriate region confirms
its presence (see Fig. 3).

It is clear from analysis of the image in Fig. 2 that there is
a significant torsion-vibration interaction in S1 involving D20.

C. Exemplar 3: Interaction between D19
and torsional states in S1

With D19 having a significant frequency change between
S0 and S1, the absorption transitions to the torsional states
of D19 are readily assigned from the features seen in the
2D-LIF image of Fig. 2: 191

0m2
1 occurs at m1

1 + 256.8 cm−1,

191
0m3(−)

0 occurs at m0
0 + 282.4 cm−1, and 191

0m4
1 occurs at

00
0 + 319.8 cm−1. These are consistent with the assignments

of Gardner et al.26 Similar to the D20 situation, the presence
of a torsion-vibration interaction involving D19 is revealed
by changes in the torsional band separations. Using the

191
0m3(−)

0 and m3(−)
0 band positions gives an S1 D19 frequency of

241.7 cm−1, while using 191
0m4

1 and m4
1 gives 244.0 cm−1, a

2.3 cm−1 difference. Gardner et al. noted that 191
0m4

1 occurred
at higher energy than expected and postulated an interaction
between m7 and 191m4.26

The involvement of D19 in torsion-vibration coupling
is further illustrated by perturbations in the m7

1 and 191
0m2

1
rotational contours (see the supplementary material). Both
contours show the effects of coupling between the almost
isoenergetic m7 and 191m2 states. Although superficially this
appears to involve a near-resonant ∆m = 9 coupling, the mod-
eling to be discussed in Sec. V indicates that it occurs via the
indirect pathway m7 ↔ 201m4 ↔ 191201m1 ↔ 191m2. This
involves strong first order ∆υ = ±1, ∆m = ±3 couplings at
each step that combine to produce the weak, near-resonant
interaction observed.

D. Summary of torsion-vibration interactions observed

As illustrated by the examples above and discussed in
detail in the supplementary material, a number of torsion-
vibration interactions have been identified from the analysis
of the spectral features observed. These interactions are sum-
marised in Table II. A number of second order interactions are
revealed through local perturbations, while first order torsion-
vibration coupling is clearly evident through either major per-
turbations or shifts in the torsional level spacing for that mode.
It is clear from the spectral analysis that torsion-vibration cou-
plings are significant in the low energy regions of both S0 and
S1 pFT. The modeling of these interactions is discussed in
Sec. V.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
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TABLE II. Torsion-vibration interactions in S0 and S1 pFT identified through analysis of the 2D-LIF images.

Coupling operatora Evidence

Ground electronic state, S0

q20sin (3α) (i) Different spacings for the torsional levels of 201 versus 00; (ii)
Perturbations in the 2D rotational contours, especially for the termi-
nating level 201m3(�); (iii) Increased separation between 200

2m0
0 and

200
2m1

1 compared with m0
0 and m1

1

q14 q19cos (3α) Interaction between 141m1 and 191m4

Excited electronic state, S1

q20sin (3α) (i) Strong, near resonant coupling between m5 and 201m2; (ii) Sig-
nificant shifts in the torsional energies for 201 compared with 00;
(iii) Perturbations in the 2D rotational contours, particularly those
involving the m states of 201

q19sin (3α) (i) Different spacings for the torsional levels of 191 versus 00;
(ii) Interaction between 191m2 and m7 (see the text for coupling
pathways)

q30cos (3α) Slightly reduced 3(�)-3(+) separation for 301 compared with 00

q14sin (6α) (i) An interaction between 141m0 and m6(�) is required to explain
the m6(−)

0 rotational contour; (ii) The interaction between 142 and
141m6(�) is observed through emission to 141m6(�)

q14 q19cos (3α) Perturbation of 192m0 by 141191m3(+)

q20 q30sin (6α) Interaction between 301m0 and 201m6(�) observed through emission
to 201m6(�)

aThe coupling terms are defined and discussed in Sec. V (see also Table III).

V. GLOBAL MODELING OF THE TORSION
AND TORSION-VIBRATION STATE ENERGIES

The spectral analysis has revealed that torsion-vibration
couplings permeate the low energy regions of both S0 and
S1 pFT. Modeling these interactions provides crucial insights
into the magnitude of the interactions and their extent. It also
provides unperturbed values for the constants relating to the
torsional motion: F, the internal rotation constant, and V6, the
torsional barrier height.

The treatment of methyl rotation/torsion has been dis-
cussed in Sec. III, with the Hamiltonian matrix elements in
the free rotor basis being given in Eqs. (1) and (2). Depend-
ing on the vibrational symmetry, torsion-vibration coupling
involves terms of the form17,34,49

kT−V
ij...k qiqj · · · qkcos(3n α) or kT−V

ij...k qiqj · · · qksin(3n α), (4)

where qi denotes the dimensionless normal coordinate for Di,
n is an integer, and kT−V

ij...k is a constant. qi is related to the normal

coordinate Qi by qi = 2π
√
νi
h Qi (here νi is the vibrational fre-

quency and h is Planck’s constant) and is used so that the kT−V
ij...k

can be expressed in units of wavenumber.50 The number of q
terms depends on the changes in vibrational quanta between
the states involved in the coupling and defines the order of the
coupling term. The total wavefunction is considered a product
of torsional and vibrational wavefunctions; the qi terms oper-
ate on the vibrational wavefunction, while the cosine or sine

term operates on the torsional wavefunction. Allowed torsion-
vibration coupling terms must be totally symmetric (a′1 in G12),
which leads to the symmetry constraints on the coupling terms
shown in Table III. This table also shows the coupling matrix
elements for first order coupling, i.e., a single q term. For these
first order terms, we write kT−V

i
1

2
√

2
as V (i)

T−V and refer to it as the
torsion-vibration coupling constant or torsion-vibration cou-
pling matrix element. The higher order torsion-vibration terms
similarly have the numerical constants and kT−V combined to
form the reported coupling constant.

The torsion-vibration Hamiltonian matrix is constructed
for the hindered rotor using a basis of free rotor states to
describe the methyl torsion and Harmonic oscillator states

TABLE III. Allowed torsion-vibration coupling terms for molecules of G12
symmetry.

Torsion Torsion term Vibrational Coupling matrix element
term symmetry ∆m symmetrya for first order couplingb

cos(3α) a′′1 ±3 a′′1 V (i)
T−Vυ

1
2

sin(3α) a′′2 ±3 a′′2 ∓i V (i)
T−Vυ

1
2

cos(6α) a′1 ±6 a′1 V (i)
T−Vυ

1
2

sin(6α) a′2 ±6 a′2 ∓i V (i)
T−Vυ

1
2

aIn the case of first order coupling, this is the symmetry of the vibrational mode. For
higher order coupling, it is the product symmetry of the vibrational modes involved.
bBased on the coupling occurring between states with υ�1 and υ vibrational quanta.
i ≡
√
−1. The matrix is Hermitian. V (i)

T−V ≡ kT−V
i

1
2
√

2
(see the text).
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to describe the vibrations, with the matrix elements given by
Eqs. (1), (2), and (4) (see also Table III). The eigenvalues of
this matrix give the eigenstate energies, while the eigenvec-
tors give the coefficients for the eigenstates expressed as linear
combinations of the basis states.

A. Torsion-vibration coupling calculations for S0

Our previous torsion-vibration coupling calculations for
S0 and S1 toluene involved a single vibrational mode, M20,13,14

because the set of torsion-vibration states observed only
involved M20. (M20 is the equivalent mode to D20 for monosub-
stituted benzenes.51) For pFT, the data set is far more extensive
and multiple torsional states have been seen in combination
with the low frequency vibrations D20, D19, D30, and, to a lesser
extent, D14 (see Table I). Consequently, these data provide
an opportunity to explore torsion-vibration coupling for sev-
eral vibrations. A fit of the observed S0 torsion-vibration state
energies was performed including first order torsion-vibration
coupling involving D20, D19, D30, and D14. While significant
torsional level shifts have only been observed for D20, subtle
effects can be accounted for by including the other interactions
in the fit; the uncertainties in the parameters provides an indica-
tion of the reliability of the coupling constants determined. A
second order coupling between D19 and D14 was also included
since this has been observed to perturb the 191m4 and 141m1

states. In total, the relative energies of 33 states were fitted to
11 parameters. These parameters represent a minimalist set: no
anharmonic terms are included and the (unperturbed) torsional
barrier is assumed to be the same for all vibrational states. The
results of the fit are shown in Table IV, with the parameters
determined given in Table V. The uncertainties given for the
parameters correspond to one standard deviation as determined
by the least squares fitting algorithm. It can be seen that the
fit is excellent, with the standard deviation being 0.12 cm−1,
which is well within our estimated experimental uncertainty
of±0.2 cm−1. The vibrational frequencies given in Table V are
the unperturbed values; the observed values include the effects
of torsion-vibration coupling.

Considering the parameters determined (Table V), we
note the following:

(i) The two a′′2 out-of-plane methyl wag vibrations D19 and
D20 both have significant torsion-vibration coupling
matrix elements, while the out-of-plane a′2 vibration
D14, predominantly a ring motion, has a very small
coupling. The values of the torsion-vibration coupling
matrix elements for D19 and D20 appear to be well deter-
mined based on the uncertainties for these parameters.
The D19 coupling is particularly large.

(ii) The a′′1 in-plane methyl wag D30 has a modest torsion-
vibration coupling matrix element, but its value and
that of V6 are closely correlated, leading to large
uncertainties in both.

(iii) V6 is small and positive but has a large uncertainty [see
(ii)].

B. Torsion-vibration coupling calculations for S1

As for S0, we have fitted the observed band positions
to first order torsion-vibration coupling terms for the four

TABLE IV. A comparison between the experimental S0 torsion-vibration
level energies and those determined from the torsion-vibration coupling model
fit (see the text). The parameters determined in the fit are shown in Table V.

State Experiment Calculated Obs. � calc.

m2 16.3 16.4 �0.1
m3(�) 48.1 48.1 0.0
m3(+) 50.4 50.2 0.3
m4 81.6 81.7 0.0
m5 129.6 129.6 0.1
201m1 144.4 144.3 0.0
201m2 162.0 162.0 0.1
201m3(�) 183.9 184.2 �0.2
201m3(+) 186.0 185.9 0.1
m6(+) 204.1 204.2 �0.1
m6(�) 205.3 205.3 0.0
201m4 221.7 221.6 0.1
m7 265.8 265.8 0.0
202m0 288.3 288.3 0.1
202m1 288.9 288.8 0.1
301m0 307.6 307.5 0.1
301m1 307.6 307.5 0.1
301m2 324.0 323.9 0.2
201m6(+) 349.9 349.9 0.0
191m2 351.6 351.4 0.1
201m6(�) 351.6 351.6 0.0
301m3(+) 357.4 357.6 �0.2
191m3(�) 383.2 383.0 0.2
191m3(+) 385.6 385.7 �0.1
301m4 389.1 389.2 �0.1
141m1 413.2 413.1 0.1
191m4 418.1 417.8 0.3
191201m0 479.1 479.1 0.0
191201m1 479.2 479.3 �0.1
141201m1 559.1 559.2 �0.1
141m6(�) 618.8 618.8 �0.1
192m0 670.0 670.1 �0.1
192m1 670.0 670.1 �0.1

vibrations observed and second order coupling terms where
such interactions have been observed (see Table II). This
involves fitting 30 band positions to 12 parameters. Again,

TABLE V. The parameters determined in the global fits to the S0 and S1
torsion-vibration level energies. The values are in units of cm�1 and uncer-
tainties correspond to one standard deviation. The vibrational frequencies
correspond to unperturbed values.

S0 S1

Parameter V6 varied V6 varied V6 set to 0

V6 5.12 ± 2.55 3.69 ± 5.42 0
F 5.516 ± 0.007 5.445 ± 0.023 5.457 ± 0.019
D20 143.17 ± 0.04 104.33 ± 0.15 104.07 ± 0.14
D19 334.19 ± 0.25 239.09 ± 0.39 239.28 ± 0.34
D14 413.53 ± 0.11 198.62 ± 0.18 198.70 ± 0.17
D30 307.35 ± 0.24 308.77 ± 0.91 308.31 ± 0.36

V (20)
T−V 9.36 ± 0.06 16.12 ± 0.15 16.06 ± 0.15

V (19)
T−V 21.2 ± 2.7 22.9 ± 1.5 22.3 ± 1.4

V (14)
T−V 4.1 ± 2.7 0.3 ± 0.9 0.1 ± 0.4

V (30)
T−V �7.2 ± 5.8 �7.4 ± 20.4 16.3 ± 3.3

V (14−19)
T−V 1.24 ± 0.19 2.3 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.3

V (20−30)
T−V . . . 1.3 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 0.4
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these parameters involve a minimalist approach, with the
anharmonic terms excluded and the unperturbed torsional
barrier assumed to be the same for all vibrational states.

The results of the fit to the S1 band positions are shown in
Table VI, with the parameters determined shown in Table V.
The band positions are fitted to a standard deviation of
0.33 cm−1, close to the experimental uncertainty. As noted
above, the vibrational frequencies given in Table VI are the
unperturbed values. Many of the largest deviations between
the calculated and observed values can be traced to the exclu-
sion of anharmonicity from the fit. For example, the calculated
141m1 level is 0.7 cm−1 too high in energy, while the calculated
142m1 level is 0.5 cm−1 too low. While additional parame-
ters to account for anharmonicity could be added to the fit
to improve the calculated band positions, we have not done
so since it does not alter the key conclusions, which are as
follows:

(i) As was the case for S0, the two a′′2 out-of-plane
methyl wag vibrations, D19 and D20, both have large
torsion-vibration coupling matrix elements, while the
out-of-plane a′2 vibration D14, predominantly a ring
motion, has a very small coupling. The coupling matrix

TABLE VI. A comparison between the experimental S1 torsion-vibration
level energies and those determined from the torsion-vibration coupling model
fit (see the text). The parameters determined in the fit are shown in Table V.

V6 varied V6 = 0

State Observed Calculated Obs. � calc. Calculated Obs. � calc.

m2 15.0 15.1 �0.1 15.1 �0.1
m3(�) 40.7 40.9 �0.1 40.8 �0.1
m3(+) 53.1 52.7 0.4 52.7 0.3
m4 75.6 75.3 0.3 75.4 0.2
201m2 107.9 107.8 0.1 107.8 0.1
201m1 111.8 111.6 0.2 111.6 0.2
201m3(�) 137.0 136.7 0.3 136.7 0.3
m5 140.8 140.8 0.0 140.8 0.0
201m3(+) 150.1 150.2 �0.1 150.2 �0.1
201m4 172.8 172.9 �0.1 172.9 �0.1
m6(+) 196.6 196.6 0.0 196.6 0.0
141m1 197.5 198.3 �0.7 198.2 �0.7
m6(�) 201.4 201.4 0.0 201.5 �0.1
202m1 219.3 219.2 0.1 219.2 0.1
202m0 220.1 220.0 0.1 220.0 0.2
191m2 256.6 256.3 0.3 256.3 0.3
m7 262.1 262.2 0.0 262.1 0.0
191m3(�) 282.4 282.3 0.1 282.3 0.1
301m1 309.2 308.6 0.5 308.5 0.6
301m0 310.7 310.7 0.1 310.7 0.1
191m4 319.5 319.5 0.0 319.4 0.1
301m2 323.8 324.1 �0.2 324.0 �0.2
301m3(�) 349.7 350.1 �0.4 350.2 �0.5
191201m0 351.4 352.1 �0.7 352.1 �0.7
301m3(+) 361.3 361.5 �0.2 361.5 �0.2
301m4 384.5 384.3 0.2 384.5 0.1
142m0 396.9 396.9 0.0 397.0 0.0
142m1 397.3 396.8 0.5 396.7 0.5
192m0 480.3 481.0 �0.7 481.0 �0.7
192m1 482.7 482.0 0.7 482.0 0.6

element for D19 is much the same in the two elec-
tronic states, but that for D20 is substantially larger
in S1.

(ii) Again, as was the case for S0, the a′′1 in-plane methyl
wag D30 may have a non-zero torsion-vibration cou-
pling matrix element, but its value and that of V6

are closely correlated, leading to large uncertainties in
both.

(iii) V6 is small and within the uncertainty of the fit is
zero.

A strong correlation between the D30 torsion-vibration cou-
pling matrix element and V6 is seen for both S0 and S1

and arises as follows. A correlation between the torsion-
vibration coupling terms and V6 exists because for each vibra-
tional state the torsion-vibration coupling shifts the 3(+) and
3(−) torsional levels, altering their separation, which also
depends on V6 (in the absence of torsion-vibration coupling
their separation is |V6|/2). If the coupling constants are well-
constrained, V6 is also then well-constrained to best fit the
3(+)-3(−) separations within each of the vibrations. For D19

and D20, the torsion-vibration interactions lead to shifts in
many observed states and, consequently, the coupling con-
stants for these two modes are well-constrained. Unfortu-
nately, for D30, the observed bands do not tightly constrain
the coupling constant, V (30)

T−V , and so changes in the 3(+)-3(−)

separations arising from changes in V (30)
T−V can be compensated

by changes in V6, leading to these two parameters being highly
correlated.

The fit for S1 indicates that V6 is zero within the uncer-
tainty and, consequently, the “observed” torsional barrier, i.e.,
twice the m3(−) −m3(+) separation, might be wholly accounted
for by the torsion-vibration coupling (see Sec. VI B 1). In
view of this, we refitted the data with this parameter set
to zero. The resulting fit and parameters are included in
Tables V and VI. Setting V6 = 0 leads to little change in
the quality of the fit, but as expected it substantially reduces
the uncertainty on the torsion-vibration coupling constant
for D30, reinforcing that these two parameters are highly
correlated.

C. The effect of torsion-vibration coupling
on rotational contours

The fits discussed in Secs. V A and V B are based
on the torsion-vibration band positions extracted from the
images. However, torsion-vibration coupling can also signif-
icantly alter the accompanying rotational contours, and this
provides another means to assess the accuracy of the torsion-
vibration coupling model and the parameters determined by
the fits. The reason that the rotational contours can be sig-
nificantly perturbed by the torsion-vibration coupling is that
the rotational states stack up quite differently in the interact-
ing m states (which differ by ±3 or ±6) due to the expression
for the rotational energy involving an m dependence.11,37,42

The relevant term takes the form − 2A′Fm K , where A′F is the
torsion-rotation coupling constant and K has its usual mean-
ing. In the ideal case of a rigid frame, A′F = AF , the rotational
constant for rotation of the phenyl frame about the a axis,52

which is ∼0.18 cm−1 for pFT. Although the torsion-vibration
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coupling term, Eq. (4), is independent of the rotational
states involved, this m dependence of the rotational energy
changes the separation between the coupled states and, con-
sequently, changes the amount a state shifts, depending on its
K value.

As an illustration, we consider the six features, (m5
1,

m5
5), (m5

1, 200
1m5

2), (201
0m3(−)

0 , 201
1m3(−)

3(−)), (201
0m3(−)

0 , 201
1m3(−)

3(+) ),

(201
0m3(+)

0 201
1m3(+)

3(−)), and (201
0m3(+)

0 , 201
1m3(+)

3(+)), seen in Fig. 3.
(The first two of these are marked on the figure; the final four
are indicated by A, B, C, and D, respectively.) These features
are strongly perturbed in S1 (see Sec. IV B). Furthermore, the
two transitions terminating in the S0 level 201m3(+) reveal a
rotationally specific perturbation that is manifested by the hor-
izontal features at the bottom left of feature B and the break
in the middle of the 2D contour for feature D. Figure 3(b)
shows the 2D-LIF image predicted using the parameters deter-
mined in the S0 and S1 global fits. Comparison with the
experimental image, Fig. 3(a), shows that the model calcu-
lations accurately capture the rotational contours. Figure 3(c)
shows the 2D-LIF image expected for features A–D with no
torsion-vibration coupling. The changes in the 2D rotational
contours due to the torsion-vibration coupling are obvious
when comparing Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Without torsion-vibration
coupling, the experimental rotational structure cannot be
reproduced.

FIG. 4. (a) A 2D-LIF spectral image associated with a scan of the
301

0m0
0/301

0m1
1 absorption feature while monitoring emission to 301m0/301m1

and 201m6(−). The scan reveals emission from 301m0 to 201m6(−), indicating
that the emitting state is of mixed character due to torsion-vibration coupling
between 301m0 and 201m6(−). (b) The image calculated using the parameters
derived from the S0 and S1 fits with V6 varied (Table V; see the text). (c)
As for (b) but only showing the features associated with excitation from m0.
(d) As for (b) but only showing the features associated with excitation from
m1. The indicated features are (A) (301

0m0
0 , 301

1m0
0), (B) (301

0m1
1, 301

1m1
1), (C)

(301
0m0

0 , 200
2301

0m0
3(+)), and (D) (301

0m0
0 , 200

1301
0m0

6(−)).

A second example is seen in Fig. 4 which shows
how well the complex 2D rotational contours associated
with the 301m0-201m6(−) interaction are reproduced using
the constants determined in the fits to the band positions
(Table V).

The accuracy with which the 2D-LIF rotational con-
tours can be predicted, as illustrated by these examples, pro-
vides confirmation of the torsion-vibration coupling fits to the
torsion-vibration band positions.

VI. DISCUSSION

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the observed and predicted
S1 and S0 states up to 420 and 500 cm−1, respectively, in
pFT; those we have observed are shown as solid lines, while
those predicted are shown as dashed lines. It can be seen
that a reasonable fraction of the states in these regions have
been observed. Numerous interactions between the vibrations
and methyl torsion have been detected, revealing that torsion-
vibration coupling is rife in the lower region of the S0 and S1

vibrational manifolds in this molecule.

A. The vibrations observed to interact
with methyl torsion

In toluene, the S0 and S1 methyl rotor levels are perturbed
by a strong torsion-vibration coupling with the out-of-plane
methyl wag vibration, M20.13,14 A key motivation for the
present work was to explore the extent to which this type
of interaction, which is assumed to be absent in analyses of
rotational line data, is also present in pFT. For pFT, we find
that there is indeed a significant interaction with the equivalent
mode, D20, in both S0 and S1. However, the observation of a
larger set of states in the case of pFT has revealed that this is
not the only mode for which torsion-vibration coupling is sig-
nificant. D19, which involves an out-of-plane methyl motion
similar to that of D20, is also involved in strong coupling with
the methyl torsion. By contrast, D14, which involves out-of-
plane displacements of ring atoms, couples very weakly with
the methyl torsion. These mode dependences to the coupling
suggest that methyl group motion during vibration plays a sig-
nificant role in determining the magnitude of torsion-vibration
interaction. In this context, D30 would be anticipated to have
a strong coupling with the methyl torsion since it involves an
in-plane methyl bending motion. Unfortunately, the data are
unable to be definitive on this point due to the strong correla-
tion between the value of V6 and the torsion-vibration coupling
constant for D30, although it is interesting to note that for the
S1 V6 = 0 fit, where V (30)

T−V has less uncertainty, V (30)
T−V is of

similar magnitude to V (20)
T−V .

The torsion-vibration coupling calculations lead to a pre-
diction of the torsion-vibration level structure in the lower
manifolds of S0 and S1 pFT. Several of the manifolds have
quite distorted m state separations as a result of the torsion-
vibration coupling. Consideration of the 00, 201, 202, and 203

manifolds in S0, for example, reveals a significant change
in the energy separations within the lower m manifold [see
Fig. 5(b)]. With the lower D20 frequency and stronger torsion-
vibration interaction in S1, the effects are even more striking:
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FIG. 5. (a) The S1 states up to 420 cm−1 and their energies calculated using the constants determined in the fit with V6 varied (Table V). The states observed
are shown as solid lines, while those predicted are shown as dashed lines. The states shown in red were not included in the fit, and where their m states have not
been observed, the energies shown are based on the 00 torsional energies. (b) As for (a), showing the S0 states up to 500 cm−1.

for the 202 and 203 vibrational levels, the m states are pre-
dicted to not stack sequentially [see Fig. 5(a)]. A subtle effect
is the reversal of the energy ordering of the m = 6(−) and 6(+)
states in both S0 and S1. When calculating the torsional states
based solely on a 6-fold torsional barrier, the m = 6(−) state
lies below 6(+), but a consequence of the torsion-vibration
coupling is that m = 6(−) lies above 6(+) in both electronic
states.

The strongly interacting modes in pFT and in S0 and S1

toluene13,14 are those involving an out-of-plane methyl wag-
ging motion. Low frequency modes involving this type of
motion will be present in all ring-substituted toluenes. This
suggests that for these molecules the widely used assumption
that torsion-rotation states can be understood with the small
amplitude modes ignored and the problem treated purely in
terms of torsion-rotation interactions should be applied with
caution.6,9,11,12,31

B. Effect of torsion-vibration coupling
on molecular constants

The constants extracted from spectroscopic analyses
provide important indicators of molecular structures and
behaviour, and thus, it is important to have clarity about the
constants and their meaning. The presence of torsion-vibration
coupling and its explicit incorporation in the spectroscopic
analysis lead to values for key constants, most notably V6

and F, which differ from those determined when torsion-
vibration coupling is not explicitly accounted for, as discussed

previously.12–14 Formulae relating the changes in these values
with the torsion-vibration coupling constant have been given
previously.12–14 Here we discuss the changes in key constants
due to the torsion-vibration interactions determined for S0 and
S1 pFT.

1. The experimentally determined torsional barrier, V6

Our fit indicates that the value of V6 in S1 is almost zero. In
the absence of torsion-vibration coupling, the 3(−)-3(+) sep-
aration of 12.3 cm−1 is |V6|/2, which would imply a V6 value
of −24.6 cm−1. The negative value follows because 3(−) is
observed to lie below 3(+), which is associated with a stag-
gered minimum energy configuration.53 This compares with
a value of −33 cm−1 reported by Zhao et al.30 However, in
our fits, the 3(−) and 3(+) energies are shifted by the vari-
ous torsion-vibration couplings and their observed separation
no longer indicates the value of V6. Instead, the observed
3(−)-3(+) separation is wholly accounted for in S1 by the
torsion-vibration interactions. This illustrates that caution is
required when assessing any V6 value deduced simply from
the 3(−)-3(+) band separations.

The S0 situation is similar to S1, but the case for V6 being
accounted for wholly from the interaction of torsion and vibra-
tion is not quite as compelling, with the V6 value determined in
the fit being two standard deviations from zero. Both the S1 and
S0 analyses have, of course, omitted higher lying vibrations
that could have an influence on V6 if they interact strongly
with torsion, although with increasing vibrational frequency
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the effect is reduced by the increased energy gap between the
interacting states.

These considerations lead to the intriguing question of the
role of vibrational versus electronic influences on the torsional
barrier. The V6 value associated with our fits pertains to a rigid
G12 geometry, with the C3 axis of the methyl lying on the a-axis
of the frame; the effects of vibration are accounted for through
the torsion-vibration coupling terms, and it is these terms that
are producing the apparent V6. This question of the influence
of in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations on V6 was discussed by
Walker et al. in relation to their ab initio-determined “vibra-
tionally adiabatic” torsional potentials.54 They showed that
in a G12 molecule the in-plane and out-of-plane vibrational
motions create a V6 component to the torsional potential when
the energy, and hence torsional potential, is computed using an
optimised geometry at each torsional angle. Since the geome-
try changes with torsional angles, this so-called vibrationally
adiabatic torsional potential inherently includes an interaction
of torsion with atomic displacement, i.e., vibration. Ab initio
calculations of torsional potentials routinely use this vibra-
tionally adiabatic approach and so implicitly incorporate the
aspects of any torsion-vibration interaction. The small geomet-
rical changes in a molecule that occur in response to changes
in the methyl torsion angle are often referred to as torsional
flexing, and the emergence of V6 potential terms as an out-
come of torsional flexing has also been discussed earlier in
the context of the shape of 3-fold potential barriers.55 The
case of methanol is particularly interesting in this context as
Kwan and Dennison devised a means to simultaneously ana-
lyze a set of isotopic variants that allowed torsional potential
terms to be transferred between isotopes without modification
by torsional flexing.56 They found that the V6 term is zero
within the experimental uncertainties, although the analysis of
single isotopes produces non-zero V6 terms when fitted to the
usual model where torsional flexing is not explicitly accounted
for.

2. The torsional constant, F

The second constant that we expect to be significantly
affected by the inclusion of torsion-vibration coupling, F,
has previously been reported to be 5.46 cm−1 in S0 and
∼4.9 cm−1 in S1.29 Our analysis gives increased values, as
expected,12–14 of 5.516 ± 0.007 cm−1 and 5.445 ± 0.023 cm−1

in S0 and S1, respectively. As was found for toluene, the dif-
ferences in the F values between S0 and S1 are much reduced
when torsion-vibration effects are accounted for, and this has
important implications for identifying changes that occur in
the methyl geometry on electronic excitation. When torsion-
vibration coupling is not accounted for, the F values obtained
have led to the conclusion that there is a significant change in
geometry for the methyl group upon excitation to S1.29 How-
ever, the inclusion of torsion-vibration coupling leads to the
opposite conclusion, i.e., the changes in methyl geometry are
small. The changes can be quantified by noting that for pFT the
methyl C3 axis lies along the a rotational axis for the molec-
ular frame to which it is attached, and in this case, Fα, the
rotational constant associated with rotation of the CH3 group
independent of the frame, is related to F by Fα = F − AF ,
where AF is the A rotational constant for the frame. AF for

S0 pFT is 0.190 23 cm−1 (Ref. 36), while the S1 value is
0.179 cm−1 (Ref. 48), leading to Fα(S0) = 5.326 cm−1 and
Fα(S1) = 5.277 cm−1, i.e., a change of <1%. The moment of
inertia associated with Fα is Iα = 2 mH r2

CH (1 − cos θHCH ),
where mH is the mass of hydrogen, rCH is the CH bond length,
and θHCH is the HCH bond angle.57 The Fα values indicate that
the methyl rotor geometry in pFT is close to that of methane
(B = 5.241 cm−1),58 from which we deduce that the change in
Fα from S0 to S1 corresponds to either an increase in the CH
bond length of 0.006 Å (0.6%) (assuming no change in θHCH),
an increase in the HCH bond angle of 0.9◦ (0.8%) (assum-
ing no change in rCH), or changes in both. In comparison, the
previously reported values for F(S0) and F(S1) imply changes
that are ∼10× larger.

3. The torsion-rotation interaction constant, A′F
The torsion-rotation Hamiltonian includes a coupling

term between the internal rotation (torsion) and overall rota-
tion of the molecule of the form − 2A′Fm K ,11,37,42 where for a
rigid molecule the torsion-rotation coupling constant A′F = AF ,
the rotational constant for rotation of the phenyl frame about
the a axis.52 We predict that as a consequence of the torsion-
vibration coupling observed, A′F will be reduced compared
with AF .12–14 While there have been no rotational analyses of
the torsional states in S1, Ghosh has reported the results of
an analysis of the microwave spectrum for the S0 torsional
levels.35 He reports AF = 5702.373 MHz and A′F = 5660.16
MHz, 5658.215 MHz, and 5657.767 MHz for m = 1, 2, and 4,
respectively. These A′F values are considerably less than AF as
expected. We have presented perturbation-based expressions
for the effect of torsion-vibration coupling on A′F previously.12

In the present case, there are two strongly interacting modes,
D19 and D20. Substituting the constants determined in our fit
(Table V) into the perturbation-based expressions predicts val-
ues for A′F for m = 1, 2, and 4 of 5654 MHz, 5647 MHz, and
5580 MHz, respectively. While the m = 1 and 2 values are
reasonably close to those reported by Ghosh, the m = 4 value
is significantly lower. This predicted decrease is caused by a
strong interaction between the states m4 and 201m1, as their
separation is only 63 cm−1. Ghosh has noted that the change in
A′F with m in his fits is small, and he comments that this “arises
partly from a correlation with other constants which change
with m.”35 Consequently, it may be that the larger change in
A′F that we predict for m = 4 is masked by this effect. A re-
appraisal of the microwave spectrum of pFT would be useful
to explore this issue.

C. Implications for IVR

The observation of strong torsion-vibration coupling in
pFT involving multiple low frequency vibrational modes
together with a number of second order couplings has impli-
cations for intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution
(IVR). As noted in the Introduction, the presence of a methyl
rotor was identified early as an accelerator for IVR in excited
aromatics, with S1 pFT being the textbook example.16–21 The
classical Hamiltonian modeling of Martens and Reinhardt of
the S1 vibrations of pFT found that the methyl rotor and
the lowest-frequency modes interact strongly and chaotically,
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leading to rapid energy exchange amongst them, which is con-
sistent with our observation of strong coupling involving D19

and D20.32 More recent examples of the influence of torsion
have been seen in time resolved photoelectron spectra, fol-
lowing excitation near 800 cm−1 and 2000 cm−1 in S1.59–61

Interestingly in the context of torsion-vibration interaction,
Davies et al.61 modeled the mode dependence observed near
2000 cm−1 using a van der Waals based torsion-vibration inter-
action as proposed by Moss et al.17 (vide infra). Recently,
Gardner et al. have used 2D-LIF to illuminate torsion-vibration
interactions involving S1 states near 850 cm−1,28 a region also
probed previously using time resolved photoelectron spec-
troscopy.60 Tuttle et al. have discussed the key aspects of IVR
based on a series of related molecules: p-difluorobenzene,
p-chlorofluorobenzene, pFT, and p-xylene.62 In the context
of the effects of a methyl rotor, they conclude that its addi-
tion opens up new routes for coupling vibrations of dif-
ferent symmetry. They also note the role of serendipity in
energy resonances leading to strong mixing. Our observa-
tion of torsion-vibration coupling involving multiple low fre-
quency modes provides further experimental confirmation
that torsion-vibration interactions are operating in pFT. We
note that the presence of torsion-vibration coupling does not
exclude the possibility of contributions to the methyl rotor’s
enhancement of IVR from other mechanisms, such as the
electronic interaction proposed by Borst and Pratt.42

Moss et al. proposed a torsion-vibration coupling mech-
anism to explain the origin of the methyl rotor enhancement
of IVR and presented a model for pFT based on intramolec-
ular van der Waals interactions as the underlying mecha-
nism responsible for this coupling.17 These authors predicted
torsion-vibration coupling constants for several low frequency
modes of different symmetry in S1 pFT, but there have been
no experimental values against which to compare these pre-
dictions. They calculate VT−V = 7.9 cm−1 for D20, which
is ∼50% of the value we have determined in our analy-
sis of the spectrum. They suggested the empirical formula
V ≈ 0.3 |∆υ |−1 × 4 cm−1, where∆υ is the total number of vibra-
tional quanta difference between the coupled states, which
yields first order and second order coupling terms of 4 and 1.2
cm−1, respectively. Our analysis of S1 indicates that this under-
estimates the magnitude of the first order couplings for D19 and
D20 but is quite close to the second order terms observed.

An important corollary of the involvement of the lowest
frequency modes in torsion-vibration coupling is that all vibra-
tional states will be mixed by the interaction to some extent,
since a generic state X mn couples to X 201 mn±3 and X 191

mn±3. Such coupling is weakest for the low n case due to the
large energy separation of the coupled states. This perhaps
explains the observations of Davies et al., who used time-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy to examine IVR from an
equivalent vibrational level in toluene, toluene-d3, and pFT
at ∼1200 cm−1 and concluded that, at least for this level, the
presence of doorway states is more important than coupling
pathways involving torsional modes.63 As a result of the low
frequencies of D19 and D20, the density of states will be dom-
inated by overtones and combination bands involving them,
thereby providing a coupling network via torsion-vibration
interactions. The involvement of the low frequency modes

in promoting state mixing via this mechanism means that it
will be extensive amongst the background states at higher
energy. Weaker second order couplings also appear to be oper-
ating, which would further enhance the state mixing that is an
essential precursor to IVR.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported 2D-LIF images exploring the lower
torsion-vibration manifold in S0 (E < 560 cm−1) and S1

(E < 420 cm−1) pFT. This work has provided a definitive set of
assignments for the low frequency regions in S0 and S1 pFT,
the latter confirming the recent revised assignments of Gardner
et al.26 and, by extension, their assignments for the ground
state of the cation, D+

0 . Unequivocal spectral evidence has
been provided for a number of first and second order torsion-
vibration interactions.

Modeling of the band positions reveals that the two low-
est frequency, out-of-plane methyl wag vibrations, D19 and
D20, couple strongly to the methyl torsion (internal rotation)
in both S0 and S1. By contrast, the low frequency out-of-plane
ring mode D14 couples only weakly, suggesting that methyl
motion may be important in the torsion-vibration interac-
tion. The evidence for torsion-vibration coupling involving the
in-plane methyl wag mode, D30, is inconclusive due to a strong
correlation between the torsion-vibration coupling constant
for this mode and the torsional barrier height, V6. pFT is the
second aromatic, following toluene,12–14 for which a strong
coupling between torsion and methyl out-of-plane wagging
vibrations has been identified and quantified. All substituted
toluenes will have one or more vibrational modes involving
the equivalent methyl wagging motion, and thus, this mech-
anism for torsion-vibration coupling may be widespread in
these types of molecules, including those with, for example,
nitrogen substituted in the ring. Clearly, there is a need for such
molecules to be explored to determine how pervasive these
types of torsion-vibration interactions are. As demonstrated
previously for toluene12–14 and now for pFT, when torsion-
vibration coupling is explicitly included in the analysis, key
molecular constants such as torsional barrier heights and tor-
sional (and rotational) constants are affected. Consequently,
we suggest that the possibility for torsion-vibration coupling
should be considered in spectral analyses of these types of
molecules.

The observation of strong torsion-vibration coupling has
implications for intramolecular vibrational energy redistribu-
tion (IVR) in pFT. The involvement of the low frequency
modes in promoting state mixing via this mechanism means
that it will be pervasive in overtones and combination bands
at higher energy. Weaker second order couplings also appear
to be present. These observations are consistent with torsion-
vibration coupling contributing to the enhanced IVR observed
in this molecule compared with p-difluorobenzene, as pro-
posed by Moss et al.17

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for a detailed description
of the analysis and assignment of the spectral features seen

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-005831
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in the 2D-LIF images and the torsion-vibration interactions
revealed.
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